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Four-year study shows
loss in ROTC enrollment
By Terry Cochraa
Staff Reporter

lorry Solomon, freshman ( A4VSI views one exhibit
in the black art display al the Amuni. Works by
block artists will be on display all week as part of
Black Culture Week activities.

Black Culture Week
1 p.m., Amani Room-Poetry readings by Dr. Phillip Foyster. a
member of the English department at Fisk University Other
participants will include students and former students at this University
7:30 p.m., Grand Ballroom, Union-Dr Foyster will speak on "The
Roots of Black Poetry." Speakers from the afternoon program will also
participate "Our Band." an area jazz band, will perform A reception
will follow in the Amani Room
All week--A display by black artists will be featured in the Amani

Journalism Week
1 p.m.. Pheasant Room. Union-Theta Sigma Phi, women's journalism
society, will hold its first anniversary luncheon
7 30 p.m.. Alumni Room, Union-Christy Bulkeley, political reporter
for the Rochester (N.Y.I Times-Union, will speak on "The Progress of
Women in Communications "

The University ROTC programs are
suffering a severe loss of student
interest
That is the consensus of four-year
evaluations recently released by the
department of aerospace studies (Air
Force ROTC I and the department of
militarv science (Armv ROTC)
BOTH REPORTS stress lack of
enrollment in the first two years of
their programs as the prime problem
area
Army ROTC statistics show that
while 231 students enrolled in ROTC as
freshmen in 1968-69. that number
decreased to 101 in 1969-70. and to 46 in
1970-71
Highly students are now registered in
Army ROTC's basic course. Military
Science I and 11, while 100 are enrolled
in the freshman-sophomore general
military courses in Air Force ROTC.
Army ROTC lists minority group
enrollment as a further problem area
The report stated, "minority
enrollments in Army ROTC are"
unsatisfactory Of the 154 students in
the program only two are members of a
minority group."
The military science department also
listed four onuses American
military history, psychology of
leadership, map reading and military
implications of world change-which
could be replaced by more relevant
courses.
AIR FORCE ROTC suggested
increasing subsistence for all cadets
under contract Irom $50 to $100 per
month in order to increase enrollment
It also proposes increasing total
scholarships from 5.500 to 6.500
implementing a counseling service to
supply information to high school
students and increasing advertising
funds
The department reported that it has
used extensive literature, brochures,
advertising and a recruiting officer to
promote its activities
While the
number of
students
enrolling in the Army ROTC program

Astronauts ready to fly
CAPE KENNEDY. Fla (API - The
Apollo 16 astronauts took final fivehour physical examinations yesterday
and were reported in good shape and
ready to fly" Sunday on man's fifth
expedition to the moon
The clean bill of health for John W.
Young. Charles M. Duke Jr and
Thomas K Mattingly II was announced
after a gas leak was discovered and
corrected in their spaceship

would be any postponement of Sunday's
12:54 p.m. launch
The leak of nitrogen gas was found in
a flexible line leading to a science
equipment bay in the command ship A
new line was installed and checked out
The gaseous nitrogen is used to aid in
rotation of a moon-mapping camera
which Mattingly will operate in lunar
orbit while Young and Duke explore the
moon's mountainous highlands

THERE WAS no concern that there

FOLLOWING THE physical check-

ups. Young and Duke rehearsed the
first of their three outings on the moon
It will be into mountains in which they
hope to find evidence of volcanic action
during the moon's formative stages
some four billion years ago
On that first venture out of the lunar
landing ship, the two men will erect a
nuclear-powered science station and
drive a moon car on a one-mile
inspection trip to two craters that may
lie in a lava bed

has been going down, the amount of
financial aid provided for those
students has gone up.
In 1968-69. 12 students received
financial help in one form or another,
while 20 are currently receiving aid
THE AEROSPACE studies
evaluation summarizes.
"The
department of aeorospace studies at
Bowling Green has been recognized by

the Department of the Air Force as one
of the outstanding units of its type "
It adds.
"While departmental
objectives must be consistent with the
desires of the Air Force, individual
faculty members enjoy a great degree
of freedom in developing their
individual offerings "
After reviewing the report of the
College of Business Adminisrtration

Curriculum Committee. Academic
Council last week agreed the overall
concept of ROTC is not "inconsistent
with the goals of the University
The council will hold a special
meeting today to discuss the
Curriculum Committee report in more
detail
The report was made after last fall's
hearings concerning the entire ROTC
concept.

More battles predicted

S. Viets doing 'we//'
WASHINGTON (API - A Pentagon
spokesman predicted yesterday that
"we (ace several more weeks of major
engagements" in the North
Vietnamese offensive against South
Vietnam.
Spokesman Jerry W Friedheim
made this prediction at a briefing in
which he reported the South
Vietnamese army is doing "very well"
against invading regular North
Vietnamese forces
AT THE same time, Friedheim once
again sought to knock down reports
from various places in the United
States suggesting thai this country is
preparing to recommit ground troops
to Vietnam
He accused some groups of
attempting to sow confusion.
"I know of no alerts for the 82nd
Airborne Division or the 101st
Division." Friedheim said when
pressed about rumors that these two
Army units are being prepared for
possible shipment back to Southeast
Asia
Assessing the battle situation,
Friedheim said things are relatively
static in the sector below the
demilitarized zone and that enemy
activity in the military region near
Saigon is "in the nature of probes
rather than all-out attacks."
REFLECTING growing official
optimism. Friedheim said reports
reaching the Pentagon indicate "a
situation in which the South
Vietnamese forces appear to be doing
very well, inflicting casualties on the
enemy and destroying significant
numbers of tanks."
Asked whether there have been any
defections by South Vietnamese army
troops to the other side or acts of
disloyalty by South Vietnamese
civilians to aid the North Vietnamese
Friedheim replied. "1 have not seen
any mention of defections or
desertions."
THERE HAVE been no reports of
any popular uprisings and no
significant Viet Cong guerrilla activity

accompanying the offensive.
Friedheim said, adding that the
engagements seem to be between
regular army units of South and North
Vietnam.
So far as any further movements
from North Vietnam. Friedheim said
he has seen no mention in reports of
any additional North Vietnamese units
coming across the DMZ
Military authorities expect the North
Vietnamese army to move troops from
the remaining three regular divisions
still in North Vietnam down toward the
demilitarized zone, either to take up
positions north of the DMZ or to move
into the main battle area.

IF THE battle in the North settles
down to one of position Friedheim said,
then the enemy's supply problem will
become significant.
BO far. however. Friedheim said. "1
haven't seen anything here that would
indicate they are having supply
difficulties."
On another aspect of the situation.
Friedheim said "we have not here
received any confirmation" of North
Vietnamese surface-to-air missiles
being fired at U.S. planes from inside
South Vietnam He noted there have
been news reports of such firings
The Pentagon has said that heavy
surface-to-air missile launches are
coming from north of the DMZ.

For many students, Saturday night means a stop at
a loco) bar.

College community: 'not necessarily a vacuum
Editor's Note: The following Is tbe
second article In a two-part series on
Ibe University as a sheltered
community.

University community has different
interests than the outside community,
but that that does not necessarily mean
the University is sheltered.

By Mary Blake

"ANY SUB-POPULATION, such as a
college community, has different
interests than the larger, outside
group, but that doesn't mean it's a
vacuum." said Dr Harry Hoemann.
assistant professor of psychology
"We are in a kind of relative vacuum,
but then you could say the rest of the
world is in a vacuum.
"I think the University can benefit
the community culturally, but it's
imprudent for the University to make
its presence felt through social and
political pressure. The University
should have a positive effect.

Although students generally agreed
the University community is isolated
from the "real world." faculty
members were not quite as convinced.
Some faculty noted that the

"I don't consider myself isolated
because I have contacts with my home
community through my children's
school, for instance. Also, my field
work with deal children's
communication, although it is pure
research, will benefit those outside the
academic community in the long run,"
he said.
Dt.JrfMMMkwM

RON LOMAS, instructor in speech,
said there is a tendency for students to

be divorced from the outside world
"The University is a womb where the
student is protected.
"I teach a course on mass media and
minority groups and find there's a
tendency among my students to
dehumanize the blue-collar worker
They automatically see him as a
narrow-minded, super-patriot bigot.
It's fashionable to mouth Marxist
beliefs, but I think many students are
ignorant of the fact that we don't have a
Soviet-type working class in America,"
he said
l.omas believes it makes no sense to
live in ivory towers. "We can't wall
ourselves off," he said. "We have a
responsibility to know the community
and get involved on a personal level "
"The community doesn't understand
the student and the student doesn't
understand the community."
LOMAS said when the candlelight
march was held in Bowling Green in
1970 after the Kent State killings, many
townspeople didn't really know what
was happening.
"A lot of them were really scared
and suspicious to see so many students
gathered together-they didn't
understand the situation.

"We need to break the barrier
between the community and the
townspeople It would help if more
students got involved in community
affairs, such as helping to direct boy
scout troops, spending time with old
people who need company and
participating in fraternity and sorority
projects.
The town-gown talks are very
artificial-it's just talk." he said
ACCORDING to Dr. Herbert
Hollister. associate professor of
mathematics, the campus community
is set off from other communities
because of common campus interests
"We tend to look inward because of
the same things we share," he said. "I
feel my contacts with society are fairly
broad. My social life is not 24 hours in
the campus community. My home is in
the country, and I don't want to talk
shop all the time.
"I don't think the campus community
is removed politically, but it is
removed economically in the sense that
while a student is in school, he is not
holding down a full-time job."
DOUGLAS DAYE, instructor in
philosophy, said he thinks the

University community is separated
from the outside world in the
sense that it is not engaged in the
production of a commodity.
"It strikes me as productive and
worthwhile that we are disassociated to
a certain extent." he said "The
University is the focus of learning and
social experience, a segment set apart
to study, produce and sift ideas and
concepts which are not related.
"There is a fad to be relevant I think
that the call for relevancy is good when
it's not an ego or relevancy trip.
"'People talk of long-range plans and
say they can't get involved now-that's
bullshit. If people want to get involved
at a nitty-gritty level, there is a
chance.
"THE COLLEGE campus isn't any
more uninvolved than society as a
whole, but I think the degree of
involvement depends on the student.
Involvement is good if it results in a
greater good and if it's isn't disguised
as an imperative to agree with the
speaker.
"1 think the cry of involvement
represents an over-emotional reaction
to painful and unjust aspects of our
society. '

"It strikes me that Marxist-Maoist
caucuses illustrate the relevancy of
ideas in action. The sifting and
winnowing of ideas is the duty of a
University and this is done during short
periods of disinvolvement from
society's nitty-gritty reality." Daye
said
ACCORDING to Dr John Pettibone,
assistant professor of journalism, it's
difficult for a unit, such as a college
campus, to be isolated as long as there
is a certain amount of mobility and
exchange between it and the nonacademic community.
"We don't have the same resources,
but we're not cut off in terms of
communication, even though our rural
location is not advantageous
"The social levels here are different,
but not radical. Educational
attainment and social objectives are
more visible here than in the big city,
but there ia an exchange of ideas and a
type of interaction
"Were not out of it.' I don't know
how intelligent people can be 'out of it.'
Some people are in a vacuum of their
own making. It's not the environment,
it's the person that creates the gap." he
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sha surveys
If you are an off-campus student, you probably received a
landlord survey from the Student l.'ousing Association asking you
to rate your landlord and living accomodations.
If you neglect to fill out the questionnaire, then don't expect offcampus accommodations to improve in the near future.
By obtaining a large number of returns. SHA can present a
strong case for revealing and correcting some of the alleged
injustices placed on students by landlords and owners.
We urge you to fill out the survey and return it to the St.'A box in
the Union or the SI.'A office. 420 Student Services Bldg

cluster college
A revolutionary concept in higher education, the Cluster
College program on this campus was a refreshing experiment in
teaching humanities.
According to Dr. Robert Goodwin, professor of philosophy and
cluster faculty member, a proposal is to be made to Academic
Council to continue Cluster College to last one or three years.
We hope Academic Council will study the merits of this
program that encourages a close relationship between student
and teacher, promotes an integrated study of the various
humanities and offers an unique alternative to the education style
we have been used to in this University.
After the proposal is submitted to Academic Council for
review, we hope the Cluster College will no longer be "the
experiment in I'rout l!all" Instead, it will be in the general
catalogue as an approved and successful part of this University's
educational program.

let's hear from you

•

THE LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL . . .

•

opinion

droge's speech refuted
By L. Edward Shack. Jr.
Cue it Faculty Columnist
Editor's Note: The following is the last
of two column commentlag on the
speech made here by Dolf Drofe, a
Vietnam specialist sow working with the
National Security Council

The refusal of the United States
government and its apologists to admit
that the Vietnamese nation is one has
been a major cause of confusion in the
American public mind and conscience
You quote Mr. Droge as having said
"...a complete withdrawal of U.S. troops
depends completely on Hanoi's promise
to also remove its troops from South
Vietnam " I have to say "nonsense!"
Such a statement serves to perpetuate
the myth upon which the Johnson-Rusk
and now the Nixon-Kissinger teams have
spent so much human life and treasure to
engineer the physical destruction of
Indochina and the near-dissolution of
indigenous social structures
Both government leadership, troops
and organizers, are so thoroughly mixed
up in the Vietnamese situation specifically the Vietnamese-that there
is no possible division

the early 1950's to shore up anti-marxism
in the southern part of the country-in
many ways, at that time, more marxist
than the northern areas
The only area-wide political
organization in the southern part of the
country is the National Liberation
Front the southern expression of the Viet
Minn It controls 85 per cent of the people
who are rural-or are refugees from our
fire power

spokesmen, the alleged invasion is a
"violation" of some "agreement" of 1968
which supposedly led to our cessation of
the bombing north of the DMZ-and the
consequent transferring of the bomb
loads to Laos! This is totally false
The ending of the bombing in 1968 was
a completely unilateral action by the
Johnson administration, determined
because the administration felt the
internal American pressures against the
bombing, and because the bombing was
not successful

Contrary to Mr. Droge, Russia did not
"formulate the peace treaty" of 1954
The BO News welcomes .ill Ictteri 1" ih<' editor and opinion columns
Such a statement may be a misquote
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
since it is so strange "Geneva" was a
Without further reference to Mr
Letters should be a maximum o( 110(1 words, typewritten We ask that
Droge's presentation, one might point
result of jockeying among the French.
columns be no more than four typed pages tuple spaced
It was strengthening, not weakening
out that falsehood proliferates In the
DRVN. the United States, the
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions thai exceed these
Russians and the Chinese.
past week United States government the will to fight on the part of the
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
There is much debate about who had
officials, and the newsmen who repeat Vietnamese. The American government
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
what these officials say, have talked of officials know this, of course Of such is
what specific bits of influence of items of
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, CO The lit; News. 106
the proceedings-which lasted more than
dug in the made Credibility Gap!
"invasion" from the north
University I'.ill
The greatest of our foreign policy
three months, incidentally, although
This has been our excuse for war for
somewhat less time than that was spent
eight years, of course, but apparently a errors is indeed tragic, but its
solely on Indochinese problems
pointed alibi is being prepared, cut out ot complexities should be comprehended,
My own view is that the major outside
whole cloth, to support a possible with the bits of error placed in proper
escalation of the destruction of Vietnam perspective, the fundamental set of
IN SAIGON, for example, we have a
forces were clearly the USSR, the PRC,
causal attitudes widely understood.
from the air
and the United States. This is subjective government run by northerners whom
we and the French (with our money, of
opinion of course, but I cannot imagine
Otherwise, we are doomed to repeat the
anyone outside the John Birch Society course) brought down from the north in
THIS TIME, according to many performance sooner or later
alleging that the conference was
dominated by the Russians who
"formulated the treaty "
The conference resulted, as a matter
professor speaking on the social work of fact, in rather precisely the type of
There are many students who have
issue, advised students to take it or leave terms which Mr Dulles declared before
chosen the Sociology Dept to major or
it
the conference to embody United States
minor in because of an interest in social
work or or applied areas ol sociology
This statement of opinion can be taken goals-with the vital exception that the
in several ways but. do not overlook the country was not in fact divided into twoIn fact, the results of a recent survey
fact that the situation of a social work or whichMr. Dulles had desired
of sociology undergraduates, clearly
applied sociology curriculum is pretty
indicates. of those surveyed, 50 per cent
But neither Vietnamese, "ours" or the
poor at Bowling Green
indicated their prime area of interest
marxists. wanted that division, and both
The
poor
situation
does
not
rest
was social work. The survey was
the delegation of the DRVN and that of
entirely on the University or the the State of Vietnam (actually part of the
conducted to ascertain the needs and
Department of Sociology
desires of sociology majors and minors.
Who is Phi Delta Theta trying to kid,
two years mot Phi Delt.) 1 can honestly under such a deceiving guise as that?
French Union Delegation in its powers)
The lack of an applied curriculum falls denounced any plans to divide Vietnam anyway'' Obviously it's the unsuspecting
say the ad is. at best, the phoniest, outWith the ever-present gap that only
upon the student who fails to voice or into two.
independent who knows little about
AS OF FEBRUARY 16. 1972. a
and-out snow job I have seen any seems to be becoming worse between
indicate in some way his desire for such
fraternities in general.
memorandum by the only instructor for
fraternity use to sway the unknowing greeks and independents. 1 fail to
TODAY. 18 years later, neither
a program. If no one is interested in such
I am referring to the ads the fraternity
social work courses la part time
masses since I've attended Bowling recognize the benefits the greek system
a program, there would be no need for it; Hanoi nor Saigon recognizes that
has been running lately explaining
instructor) in the department indicated
Green for almost three years
can reap with such ersatz advertising
Vietnam
is
two
nations
This
is
however,
from
the
results
of
the
survey
"What
to
look
for
in
a
fraternity
''
that only two courses relating to social
"A reasonable well-ordered social life Let's sell fraternities the way they really
embarrassing
to
Washington
which
has
there
appears
to
be
a
need
and
desire.
work are presently being offered, Soc.
consistent with good morals and good are, huh' instead of dumping gross
The ad delves into idealistic plateaus
We believe that there is one more spent 18 years. 200 billion dollars,
321 and Soc 423
taste" boggles my mind. I guess it all amounts of perfume on them
every
fraternity
would
like
to
attain,
millions
of
Vietnamese
lives,
and
55.000
alternative to the "take it or leave it"
The discrepancy between the desire
depends on how you interpret it. At any
then
finishes
off
with
"Above
are
some
statement, with your help and support American lives in trying to make the
and interest of the students for social
FredR Ortlip
rate, how can Phi Delta Theta,
of
the
things
to
look
for
in
a
fraternity
wish hope of tlie American
we can change it.
1021 Offenhauer A
work and applied sociology courses and
especially, with its reputation, advertise
We believe you will find them abundantly
FOR ALL OF you interested in social establishment a reality. It hasn't worked
the lack of them, was pointed out to the
in Phi Delta Theta." I believe someone is
work, applied sociology, and not in Vietnam is still one: and the war is still a
department at a recent staff meeting
on a vainglorious ego trip.
becoming social scientists we advise you civil war kept alive by American energy
Although some professors did agree
Being a former fraternity member for
to do one of the following: 1-Leave and fire oower.
that more "applied sociology" courses
Bowling Green University and enroll in a
were needed and are trying to bring
college specializing in these areas. 2them about, the majority opinion seemed
Make your presence, needs, desires and
to be not to increase the curriculum with
interests known to the Sociology Dept
these courses
and Univerisity. 3-Drop your sociology
Although social work courses come
I read a column by Earl J Britt
Mr Britt s speculation regarding
major or minor in sociology and enroll
under the auspices of the Sociology Dept.
entitled "Bowling Green Justice". 1 do
matters currently in litigation in court
and build your own program under the
the majority of the professors consider
An Independent Student Voice
not know Mr. Britt and to my knowledge interferes with the judicial process and if
new liberal studies program, or 4-sit
themselves social scientists, whose
have never met him. seen him nor talked
he were an attorney it would cause him
there
and
take
it
prime interest is in pure sociology
to him.
to be censured by the profession.
Editorial Staff
Under the Liberal Studies program you
(theory and research! and not applied
His column is very unclear, distorts
can take up to 30-40 hours of sociology,
sociology i e. social work
undisputed facts and implies that I am a
Donald D. Simmons,
editor
kathleen m. froze
including the two social work courses,
It was also pointed out that not only
member of the ACLU and ABLE and
Assistant Professor
but without the requirements you neither
are the staff disinterested in applied
managing editor
damon v. beck
further states that I "have taken on the
Business Law
want or need In this way you fail to
sociology, they are not fully competent
assistant managing editor... fiarold a. brown
BG justice machine."
support the social scientist orientation
to teach the needed courses, even
editorial editor
cynthia a. suopis
and can get on the business of orientating
through a large majority of the sociology
THIS MISLEADING column further
makeup editor.
katherinel. hatton
yourself to social work
majors and minors desire such
attempts to summarize my "opinion''
sports editor
jack n. carle
instruction.
Some may question whether social
regarding court costs in the Bowling
chief photographer
keithh. meiser
work agencies will hire graduates not
Green Municipal Court
copy editor
lisa m. boulanger
holding a degree in sociology Evan
NO ONE CAN find fault with their
I do not know why Mr. Britt wrote such John Bremmer, production manager el
outlook and feelings, they were hired as
Bertsche. the part-lime instructor in
entertainment editor
gale e. bogle
a column and can only speculate that it Andres Wines Ltd., after about 1W
social work, is the man to talk to on this
social scientists, and that orientation is
was motivated by his personal gallons of wine escaped from a storage
issue
fine for those students interested in
experiences in the Bowling Green tank into a creek in Port Moody. British
Bachelor degree holders from quite a
becoming social scientists.
Municipal Court. I do resent the content Columbia:
Business Staff
Students, who however, wish to
variety of areas are able to get into
and implications of his column which
social work agencies Some agencies
become social workers, applied
business manager
phelii* a. ttickney
a't affect the Hakes.
among other things urges students and
prefer a sociology degree, others prefer
sociologists, have been given the illusion
young people to "support" me.
advertising manager
vaughn e. rockhold
of social work instruction from Bowling
high scores on a test given to those who
wish to enter the field of soical work.
Green and the department
ATTENTION HUBERT HUMPHREY SUPPORTERS
In essence the department on the
Our purpose is to inform, it is up to you
Editorial and Business Offices 106 University Hall
to look at the situation decide what is
whole can offer little instuction for those
Phone 372-2003
The
BG News will publish a column on each presidential
best for you and Do It!
who are pursuing social work.
n* to•••«• >r-nWifci* r II*MI »»«»Mean*—>«*• !■■■'■'f"^rr**» ••"»••«• • mi**.
candidate on the Ohio ballot two weeks before the May 2 primary.
Consequently, students planning for
«g *m —1
-"*•• «*• avthMy •* -h. HSJ
C—*"**— * %v*m% G...- i.*. u~
We need a student, faculty member or administrator who is
social work care little for and fail to see
Tony Camarato
• ■ -K. at— - "- "— *• — ~— *,..«.. *•
supporting Sen. Humphrey for president, to write a column that
the relevance of the sociology
413 S College
tan*I . MM af M» »•» i o*» Oat
MM It a*
will be published on the editorial page prior to the primary.
requirements: statistics, methods,
.-..»<. 1
i»| «aa»a» ., . .1 H» t» Wt»i HW*l>*iH»»inll»ili»l»
Please stop in The BG News office: 106 University Kail or call
— ■**» ajaOfal—aaalaaneiaMaSaai Maul
reeearcfa,theory, etc.
Jeff Gleason
372-2003 if you are interested.
In a recent department meeting, one
330 N Church
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sociology curriculum
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snow job in greek ad

misleading column
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Explains welfare bill

Aide talks on tax reform
By Deiay Law

Welfare
reform

John C. Montgomery (right), atsiitant to th* tocrotary of the U.S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, yesterday discussed the welfare reform bill
now before Congress.

ing in the Capital Room.
Union, said that H R I would
financially assist the person
who is working for low
wages, as well as the person
who is not employed.

The Nixon administration's controversial tax
reform bill. House
Resolution (H.R.)l, is
designed to cure some of the
paradoxes of the present
welfare laws, according to
John C
Montgomery,
assistant to Secretary of
Health, Education and
Welfare (HEW) Elliot
Richardson
"There are over a million
families which, because of
the nature of federal and
state welfare laws, are
prohibited by statute to get
welfare because the man is
working.''
Montgomery
said
MONTGOMERY,

According to Montgomery,
the current welfare system
differs from state to state
Much of the determination
of welfare polciy. such as
benefits, coverage and
certain requirements, is left
up to the state.

speak-

By Rote Hume
Jack Johnson, the first
black
heavyweight
champion of the world, was
the subject of the opening
lecture for Black Culture
Week Monday night.
Narly SO persons attended
Al Tony Gilmore's
presentation on the
controversy
surrounding
Johnson's victory over five
"great white hopes" in 1910.
which settled the dispute
over who was really the
world champion
Gilmore. who is working
on his doctorate at Toledo
University, explained when
Johnson was selected to
fight James Jeffries,
reigning champion in 1910.
athletics were presented as

Correction
Female
room
vacancies this quarter
in Darrow Hall total 19.
rather than 58 as was
reported in yesterday's
News.

an avenue oi black
advancement
He told his audience how
church officials, news
reporters, and anthropoligists said Jeffries'
victory was inevitable
because of his superior white
brain, even if Johnson was
physically stronger
After Johnson's victor}
over Jeffries, retired world
champion Thomas Burns
became the while race's
hope for victory over the
black man Many people
thought this match would
settle the issue ol racism
and white superiority said
Gilmore.
Johnson was lorced to
agree to several concessions
prior to the Burns Johnson
fight held in Australia
Included in them was that he
was not to knock out Burns
until the end of the
fourteenth round
Johnson's victory in this
fight touched oil the first
race riots in the United
States
Whites began to refute
statementsmade prior to the
fight concerning Burns'
racial superioritv to

Five varsity and two
alternate cheerleaders will
be chosen

According to Montgomery,
some families now on
welfare might find
themselves ineligible under
the proposed law. but he said
"that wo recognize this

Financial aid deadline
scheduled for April 15
Applications for Financial
Aid for the 1972-73 academic
year are available in the
Financial Aid Office. 305
Student Services Bldg
Applications for scholarships, Educational
Opportunity Grants (EOG),
National Defense Student

Loans and Ohio Instructional
Grants may be made
Deadline for applying is
April 15 No awards will be
announced until the
Financial Aid Office has had
time to review all
applications turned in by
April IS.

Broadcasters talk media
By Scott Scredon
Staff Reporter
Four Toledo broadcast
journalists, two from WSI'DTV, Channel 13. and two
Irom WOl't) radio, agreed
yesterday Iheit stations, and
specifically their news
programs, are geared to
mass audiences because it is
the besl tray lei make ,i profit
under their limited budgets
Gordon Ward and Tom

WSPD-TV and

Irwin Young and Craig
Edwards of WOHO radio led
a discussion on the
"Emerging issues in
Broadcasting" as a part of
Journalism Week activities
WARD, co-anchorman lor
the six and II p in news, said
his station "makes no

RICKS
The Arrangement
$1.00
VIVA MAX
FREE

attempt to gear its news for
any specific audience."
Other panelists agreed
that it would not be
prulitable for local
commercial radio or
television to aim their
programs at specific
audiences
Ward said his news
program has to strike a
balance between what his
audience is interested insuch as "the accident around
the corner" or when his
garbage will be collectedand news on elected officials
or community problems
Perna.
director
of
news programming at
WSP1). said his station does
present some documentaries, but time and money
limit how much local

U.A.O.
6:00 and
10:30
6:00 and
10:30

U. HALL MAIN AUDITORIUM
THE

STUDENT HOUSING ASSOCIATION
IS READY TO HELP YOU WITH YOUR
HOUSING PROBLEMS
EVERY DAY FROM 9-5 IN 420 S.S. BLDG.
• Dave Belden
• Mike Berthoff
•Bill Bunn
• Dave Heiser
• Dan Sullenbarger
• Carol Wade

subject of H. Sackler's book
"The Great Hope." was not
important because he
became world champion, but
because "his fist had cast
the (irst doubts over the
nineteenth century doctrine
ol white supremacy "
An open reception for
Gilmore was held in the
Amam Room following the
lecture

Next year's freshman class will be increased by
about 150 students, bringing the total number of
freshman next fall to 3.200. according to the
Admissions Office
Total enrollment at the University for winter
quarter was 14.643. including part-time, lull-lime, and
graduate students, and students working on
doctorates
Enrollment at the University has been frozen by the
Ohio Board of Regents at 15.000 full-time students

Discuss emerging issues

Perm ol

Clinics to be held
for cheerleading
Three cheerleading clinics
will be held next week for
women planning to tryoutfor
the 1972-73 cheerleading
squad.
Clinics will be held April
17, 18 and 19 at 7 p.m. in
Memorial Hall.
Women interested in
trying out for the squad must
attend at least two of the
clinics.
Semi-final tryouts will be
held at 7:30 p.m Thursday.
April 20 in Memorial Hall
Final tryouts are scheduled
for 7:30 p.m. Thursday,
April 27 in Memorial Hall.

Johnson Gilmore also Mid
black newspapers were
urging their readers not to
feel proud and parade
around with their chests
swelled
Gilmore said blacks
celebrated Johnson's
success as much as the
Emancipation Proclamation
and immortalized him in
folklore

HOW WOULD I'.H 1
affect Bowling Green''
"A year or two would be
used (or conversion from
state and local distribution
to federal distribution."
Montgomery said
The
people would be dealing with
a federal agency rather than
state and local agencies

now being considered by the
Senate Finance Committee.
He said the more
controversial parts of the
bill, such as the AFDC (Aid
to Families with Dependent
Children)
provision
probably will not be passed
because the committee is
"predominantly conservative "

Freshman increase

I'll 1 will bring welfare
administration
and
distribution under federal
(inancial and administrative
control
"There would be local
federal offices in the
counties.'' Montgomery
said

Fighter's career lecture topic
Those black newspapers
that did not warn their
readers against acquiring
[•lie pride said the fight
proved what blacks could
accomplish with hard work
and concentration. Gilmore
said
l.'e said Johnson became a
race hero and gave the black
people a sense of hope
Gilmore said Johnson.

problem and are trying to
deal with it "
HOWEVER. Montgomery
pointed out that "poor
working families in which
the father is working and
which are now ineligible,
would be eligible," under the
new legislation
Montgomery said the bill
has passed the 1'ouse and is

• Ron Krueger
• Bruce Misamore
• Bob Rhodus
•Charlotte Rush
• Lynda Thomas
• Coordinator Kris Eridon

television can actually do in
this field
Ward said it takes 300
hours of work for every 30
minutes of material
presented "
PERNA said video gets
the attention of the viewing
audience. He said his first
priority in showing film clips
of news is a live
presentation, and as a last
resort, slides
According to Edwards, a
news reporter and
announcer for WOHO.
television and radio want

"investigative" reporters
Perna agreed, adding that
a newcomer has to have
practical experience to be
considered
by
the
broadcasting media.
Television sports usually
has one man heading the
department and also doing
most of the work. Perna
said
Edwards said sports "is
where newspapers really
shine." because of their
advantage of staff and
money as compared to
television and radio.

STEREO COMPONENTS
CENTER
OFFERSJANS
YOU
ADVENT
ZEN
B0SE

KENWOOD

CROWN INT.
DUAL
DYNAC0
EMPIRE
EPI
FISHER
GARRARD
HARMON KARD0N
TANDBERG
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PANASONIC
PHASE LINEAR
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McCracken & James
Fri. & Sat. - Apr. 14 & 15
9 P.M.-1 A.M.

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW
.j

Alpine Village

?ctti 8 Restaurant
117 N. Main

353-0512

Downtown Bowling Green
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REGISTRATION FEE
INCLUDES
- Campus Movies
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Plus A Free Ice Cream Cone
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Piibnel part of J-Week

otogrophers talk shop
:
'.'!Get it and then let's
•vrry about running it."
{ that was the advice from
John Durniak, photo editor
of Time Magazine,
concerning
the
photographer's dilemma of
dfeciding whether or not a
picture is worth taking
Durniak participated in a
panel discussion on "Trends
in Photojournalism" as
part of the second annual
"Journalism Week

cither panelists were
Bruce Sinner, head of
photography at The Toledo
Blade, and William Achatz.
photoeditor for the
Associated Press in
Philadelphia. Pa
According to Durniak. it is
Important to have pictures
available Whether or not to
run the pictures can be
determined later
"A photographer who
takes a deep breath is lost.''
he said IV said that he looks

for a sense of drive, and
physical craftsmenship in
his photographers.
In addition Durniak said
be
looks
for
the
photographer who will not
give up but will find another
alternative to accomplish
his objectives.
All three agreed Mathew
Brady was an outstanding
artist, but that it was
difficult to name one person
as the top photographer.
Sinner said that due to a
"different category of
specialization,"
a
photographer may be
exceptional in shooting one
object and not as skillful in
shooting another.
"You've got to be a grade
A journalist before you can
be
a
grade
A
photojournalisl."
said
Durniak. "You've got to
know what you're going
after "
Durniak

named

Don

MacCullum and David
Douglas Duncan as
outstanding photojournalists
because of their ability to
"bring freshness with
them "
Commenting on the
difficulties
that
a
photographer has in
acquiring permission to take
pictures. Sinner said "Many
times you can get away
with taking pictures by
acting like you 'belong'."
"Just because he has a
camera does not mean that
he has special privileges."
Durniak said.
According to Achatz.
people are becoming more
acquainted with magazine
photography and thus are
seeing more realistic
scenes.
In covering wars, people
are subjected to much gore.
Durniak said. IV said he
doesn't like running gore for
gore's sake, yet it often is

Tell your friands about us

useful when it shows an
idea that the audience would
normally not see.
This forced insight is
beneficial only when it
remains unsensational, he
said
In reference to President
Nixon's trip to China, Achatz
said, "Some of us thought
the trip was geared toward
television." A television
camera could be set up
anywhere that was feasible,
but a photographer was
restricted to the subject that
he could photograph, he said
Achatz said he often is
confronted with hassles
from all segments of
society, though the general
public presents more of a
problem than the officials of
society

Photo
panel

"Trends in Photojournalism" was the topic of a panel discussion yesterday
Kheduled as part of Journalism Week activities. Panelists are, from left, Bruce
Sinner, head photographer at The Toledo Made; William Achatz, Associated
Press photographer; and John Durniak, Time mogaiine photographer.

Editor's message: write right'
"Write it right or don't
write it," is the message
from Joseph .1 O'CODOf,
executive editor of The
Toledo Blade
O'Conor spoke to about 50
persons Monday night in tin?
Alumni Hooni. I'nion as
part of Journalism Week

events l ■ is speech WM
entitled the Grove Patterson
Address, given as a tribute
in Patterson, former editor
cit The Blade
O'Conor said two qualities
every good newspaper must
have are accuracy and

objectivity

"THERE IS no sin so
unforgivable as lack of
objectivity." he said.
According to O'Conor. too
many journalists are so
interested in reform and the
new journalism idea that
they have lost sight of
accuracy and objectivity.

nt^L

O'Conor said it is wrong
for reporters to inject their
own opinion into news
stories, "telling it like they
think it is" rather than
"telling it like it is."
He said it is the duty of
instructors to teach
prospective journalists the
fundamentals of decency,
fairness and objectivity and
the importance of getting
the facts straight
"You aren't worth a damn
if you can't get the facts
right." he said
According to O'Conor,
newspapers are "not a
soapbox for reporters to tell
the world what is wrong wijh
it."
THE RESPONSIBILITY
of the reporter is to "give
the readers the news." he
said.

stop ov«r anJ V>«ve
* bear «iU, us

However, he said, "all
mistakes are not made by
reporters-editors make
them too."
According to O'Conor.
some editors are more
concerned with the
appearance of their
newspapers than the
content.
O'Conor said to him
"content is the name of the
game It's what's inside that
counts "
He said regardless of the
criticism the press receives
today
"newspapers are
better than ever but the job
is more difficult than ever."
Quoting a southern
newspaperman.
O'Conor
ended his talk by saying.
"The press had the right to
be free, but the more free it
is. the less right we have to
be wrong "

Special — $5.99
(Reg. 8.001

THE ARMY ROTC
PROGRAM OFFERS
MONTH FOR TWO
ACTIVE DUTY AS
LIEUTENANT.

TWO YEAR
$100.00 A
YEARS ON
A SECOND

TONIGHT
8:00
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

^

Vassarette

4
■i;

f

niftknits'

xfi. yr

UNDER OR
OUTER
SEPARATES

Colors:
Blue
Wild Poppy
S.-.M.-L.

FALCON PIZZA
INTERESTED?
BONANZA

• 100% Combed Cotton
Kmt
• White stretch Hand
edges short set in
sleeves neckline and
leg ooenmg
• Deep zipper at Ironl.
decorative pull

The
Powder Puff

525 Ridge St.

Big N Cafeteria
All You Can Eat. .

Sophomores
AND

Seniors
planning to attend graduate school

should call 372-2476 or come
to Room 151 Memorial Hall

— ORDER A 12'OR 16"
PIZZA
WITH YOUR 4 FAVORITE
ITEMS AND PAY
FOR ONLY TWO—

THATS RIGHT! ANY 4 ITEMS
FOR THE PRICE OF 2.
(OFFER GOOD AT THE FALCON UNTIL SAT. APRIL 15. 1972}

FOR FAST. HOT DELIVERY OF PIZZAS & SUBS
CALL 352-1215 OR 354-9933
]

*

ARMY ROTC
THE MORE YOU LOOK
AT IT, THE BETTER IT LOOKS

FALCON PIZZA SH0PPES

Every Wednesday

CHICKEN
DINNERS
Golden Fried
Chicken
Crisp Cole Slaw
French Fried
Potatoes
Fresh Roll & Butter

$1.49
Semd from 4:00p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

w&l

0

■

DEPARTMENT STORF
1 Ml S. Mail - Open 1*V10 Daly - Saaday 11-1

......

BEEF PRICES REDUCED

"Where Thrifty Shopping is a Plessu

Great Scot has guaranteed lowest total food cost since
IMS. Last week Great Scot announced a ceiling had been
placed on all meat pieces for at least 4S days. This means
you will see no meat prices which exceed the retail prices
you saw on March 31. 1972. Over 30 meat prices were
lowered throughout the meat case. Check & Compare I You
will get more for your meat dollar AND for your total
grocery dollar at Great Scot) We invite you to shop our
stores and see for yourself - GREAT SCOTI is Where
Thrifty Shopping Is A Pleasure.

USDA CHOOSY CHOICE

DISCOUNT MEAT PRICES

GW

ECKRICH

c

WIENERS

SUGAR

MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT

:89

COFFEE

ECKRICH

BOLOGNA99c
ECKRICH

£ T9

SMORGAS PAC
ECKRICH

5 VARIETIES

4 OZ. PKG.

f»Jh

SLENDER SLICED MEATS 39

LB. BAG

CLOROX
GAL.

49
CAMPBELL'S

TOMATO S0UI
NO. 1
CAN

10

BRAUNSCHWEIGER 49c

WITH
COUPON

WITH
COUPON

DINNER BELL REG. OR THICK

c

BOLOGNA

LB 79

THRIFTY DISCOUNT PRICES
MOTT'S

c

Applesauce

HO,41

REGULAR

Kool-Aid

#*»*%

c6/39c

COLLEGE INN

Chicken

PARTY TYME

«*Jfc«

TOILET TISSUE

4MB

Cocktail Mix

69

Soft Touch

25

"ST PRIZE

gkgk

DISPOSABLE (TODDLER)

Shortening

68c

Freshabye Diapers

HUNTS

c

,« 49

CALGON

„W01 41°

Bubble Bath
Teri Towels...

45e
37c

BREAKFAST DRINK

Awake...
Velveeta
KRAFTCHEESE

$|08

Catsup
Noodles

DISPOSABLE (NEWBORN)

»<».#§" Frtthibye Diapers
o 29c Glad Bags
__

c

Cheese

79

Italian Dressing

49

Gala Towels

39

WISHBONE

Puffs

•
o

IXCT

29

Macaroni

WITH THIS GREAT SCOT COUPON
GOODTHISWEEKONLY

Blue Bonnet

,«r
,79'
25c
aeeValek

29c

BANANAS

LB.
MILD, MEDIUM YELLOW

ONIONS

3

r

LB.
FRESH-PICKED
CALIFORNIA

STRAWBERRIES

131 GreatScot
IT

INSTANT COFFEE..

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
PRICES GOOD THRU APR. II. 1*7]

98c
.88°

CHIQUITA

L?WRfflfflfflfflfflffiM
MAXWELL HOUSE
WITH THIS OREAT SCOT COUPON
GOODTHISWEEKONLY

TOMATOES

Folger's Coffee,.ft"

QAC

00

BtviJ

EGGS.29

Dishall

GERMAN VILLAGE

REGULAR MARGARINE

S GW SUGAR

*

OVEN

CHEF'S DELIGHT

= 5 LB. BAG

GRADE A LARGE

e

DEAL PAK

MUELLER'S (MED WIDE)

Cheerios

VINE RIPE

aql

LB.

THANKS FOR SHOPPING GREAT SCOT!

FRIENDLY FOOD STORES
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W awarded scholarships
Nine
students were
awarded
journalism
scholarships and one student
was named the outstanding
journalism graduate o( the
year Monday night
The
awards
were
presented by Dr Joseph Del
Porto, director o( the School
of
Journalism.
in
conjunction
with events
being sponsored during
Journalism Week Students
were chosen for the awards
by the journalism Faculty
Scholarship Subcommittee
and approved by the
department
Terry Ward.scnior i B. A.).
3.06 accumulative average,
was named the outstanding
journalism graduate of 1972

He received a plaque. $50
award, and his name
engraved on the Waugh
Memorial Trophy in the
School of Journalism.
OTHER
scholarship
recipients were:
• Ann l.'ofbauer. junior
(B.A.I. 3 06 accumulative
average, a $300 scholarship
from the Northwest Ohio
Newspaper Association
• I.enann McGookey.
junior IB.A.I. 3 85 average,
a $250 Currier Memorial
Scholarship
•Wendy Norden. junior
iB.A.l. 3 02 average, and
Mary Wey junior (B.A.),3.21
average, the Spencer A.
Canary Award of $250 each.

Disney films scheduled
"The Sign of Zorro." and "Dr Syn. Alias the Scarecrow."
starring Patrick McConhan. will be shown in 201 l.'ayes Ifall
tomorrow through Saturday
Continuous showings of these Wall Disney productions will
start at 6 and the last show will begin .it w p m
Donation is $1 and the films are sponsored by Middle Class
Youth

•Anne Burkett. junior
(BA.I, 4.0 average, the
Faulkner Award of $250

A growth group will be
held at 2 p.m. every
Wednesday starting today in
the Counseling Center. 320
Student Services Bldg .
according to Dr
David
Hathaway, counselor
Dr l.'athaway said the
group will provide a chance
for a person "to learn to
become more of who they
are and to learn different
and better ways to get along
in the world "
There will also be a
growth group solely For
couples, conducted by (iwen

Sereno.
counselor
Ms.
Sereno said exploration will
be done into relationships
and different methods of
communication
The couples group will be
held every Thursday night
starting tomorrow, from
7:30-10:30 p.m.
in the
counseling
center.
Ms
Sereno said all couples are
welcome, whether married,
engaged or dating
All interested persons are
invited to contact Dr.
l.'athaway or Ms. Sereno at
372-2881

HELD OVER-4th WEEK!

10 Erolo.v: Abbr.
14 Coiniiant.
15
Montana
1 Morgan le Fay 1.
16 Alone: -I..I-.direction.
17 Shapea.
18 Teaspoons:
Abbr.
19 Coal dust.
20 Braids
22 Hobart ia ita
rapil.l
24 Device to aid
TV announcers.
26 Think.
29 Where a pitcher
stands.
30 Indian
31 Mountain ridars.
33 Western state.
36 Shakespeare:
A|,|,r
38 Screen*.
40 Small Danish
Ytciihls.
41 Real estate aien:
2 worda.
43 More offended:
Colloq.
45 Rage.
46 Refrain
syllabic*.
48 Certain steel
workers.
50 Larae Florida

Monday thiu Thuisda, 8 PM
Sat 2 30. 7 & 10 Sun 1 5 8 P M

THURSDAY IS EM.SU NITE - I.D.S REQl'lRED $1.00

BRAVO.BRANDOS GODFATHER

il

"A SUPERIOR WORK OF POPULAR ENTERTAINMENTI
REMINDS US OF THE VANISHED PLEASURES OF THE 0LDFASNI0NE0 GANGSTER M0VIESI WHAT MORE COULD WE
P0SSIIIY WANT FROM A M0VIE7 HOW OFTEN THESE DATS
DO WE SET ANYTHING LIKE ALL THAT?"
"THE GODFATHER IS A MOVIE THAT SEEMS TO HAVE
EVERYTHINGI WARMTH. VIOLENCE. NOSTALGIA. THE
CHARISMA OF MARL0H BRANDO IN ONE OF HIS FINEST
PERFORMANCES. AND THE DYNASTIC SWEEP OF AN
ITALIAN-AMERICAN GONE WITH THE WIND I

I Sl'NDAV

K •<££••

59
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

'
2
3
+
5
6
'

"

9
1'*
11

in/vrra
Kind of hominy.
"Over the hill."
Festive.
llahan composer
H822-1903I.
Groups of six.
Frequently:
Poet.
Parlor • handicapper ronaidcra:
2 worda.
Phraae
designating
"lock prices.
Rodeo equipment.
Prank.
Popular jaza

28
32
34
3S
37
39
42

STJLftfVM

7 20. 9 30

Sal A Sun

Pll i hi [Psychology l?omirary» will meet limight at 7 in 101
Psychology Hldg This is (or all present members and
prospective new members

BOTH LOVE STORIES ARE ABOUT COLLEGE STUDENTSABOUT THEIR DEEP LOVE—THEIR "FALLING INS" AND
THEIR FALLING OUTS"—BOTH ARE EXCELLENT—

Which is best?...You decide...!!

r'hi Alpha Thela (National I'istory I'onorary will meet
tonight al 7 30 al Ihe home of Dr and Mrs Crover Plall.
R49 WollaCt Ave B<*er will be served

■
The Ohio Peace Action Council will meet tonight at 7 30 in
201 Paves lo discuss Ihis spring s activities All members of
Ihe community are welcome Kreshmen are urged lo come

H
1

('•WUNOTNAC. A.flHMI A.Aiiaam ,-, .«««.», H". I Nt coNOs] I

27

J©Y!N^MORNINO
lffi£S5:*! MM "H

37

36

ilfice opens no
I' irtoons al ~ .!<
In ai Heaters \i .11 ■bit
i optional)
1!

ol 7:40

HELP WANTED

WHITE MAN...
BLACK MAN...

Babysitter for I day wk for
nurse 353 9222

WANTED
I Boy s and I
Girls used bikes in good
condition Call 2 4666
WANTED
ORGAN
PLAYER
W1TP
PORTABLE ORGAN FOR

To the Warden's daughter
prison was a
giant playpen.
ft

OUTDOOR
PERFORMANCE
352-9126 JEANNE

IIHHI A:

Ride needed
Miami
April 14th Jill 2-3094

CARRVON

CAMPWG

.mum: iwEnmiwe OUUSMRTMT JOUSNS mrrsnn untJACNES
•-AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL- .■-

mCOLOK

[S]«£>B, 81

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE af. ■ nn
BG8U WELCOME - I.D.'s NEC. * • »WJ
SUNDAY - OPENING Til, J P.M. SI.M

I'

Ride available to N Y City
area Friday afternoon Call
Ken at 352 9188

ISTORV OF A NVMPMO)

AMERICAN
at 9:40

CALL

RIDES

KIINlflKTO^

IUKC- «N

1 H33

H

1 H

1 ■«

I

14

" 1H

_■

5?

SI

1

58
62

c

5,

6,

M

"
*

E_ 1 B ■ i JBI

1 H
19

53

Wanl lo keep thai nice
Klurtda
tan''
Try some
k,iT.un (ace Ian lo keep your
regular tan a little longer
Regular $2 each special
introductory oiler available
al Nichols Clothiers only
now m cents
Kind oul what sisterhood
means lo Kappa Delia
Come lo thepsirl, tomorrow
nighl
Congrats B D
A bad IBOOt
on the rise then nghl before
my eyes
Pope you re feeling better
Amy Your Dell l.il Sis I

NAKED

WOMEN

wont

compare with the Hush
Parl\ the BtU I -ire haying
Wed 7-9 p m at Ihe house ,H
707 6th Street Rides -ill be
given
behind
Kohl
and
Compton
Paving a Parly Rent Your
Decoration
BEE
GEE
Rental Ph 352 1604

HOLIDAY TRAVEL CTR
Airline Tickets IS & lnt «
140 N Main .152-6567
THE WORKING HAND
CRAFT CENTER 515
Conneaul 353 9932

INTERNATIONALKUI«S<WJI

toLa*

Ride Needed to Buffalo.
Roch . Syr Area Thurs or
Fn Will pay Call 352-0645
Need ride to Kent Friday
April 14-alter 2 30
Call
Donna 2 4164
Ride needed to & from
Dayton Anytime Fn Will
pay Jeanne 372-4397

BJPB toves it «BFB

[TECHNICOLOR* «AMIRtCANiNT»M»*ATiOHAl,««it»»M 8lB /id

PERSONALS

FRI., SAT. ONLY at 11:15

Get into the swing of things

Call

OOIM out to the Beta Rush
Parly Wed nite 7-9 p m
Rides behind
Kohl
and
ComptOaatfl 45 p m

NEW 9 x5 carpet rug will lit
any quad including Parsh.
Kr. and MacD $30 00 value
asking $15 00' 372 1863

MOTORCYCLIST DRIVER
EDUCATION
AND
SAFETY INSTRUCTION b\
CYCLE
SAFETY.
INC
motorcycles
&
helmets
provided,
for
further
information
contact.
Northwest Yamaha. 112 E
Washington. 352-7609

65Chevclle runs good $200
or best offer 352-6404 eve

GUITAR SALE -only 6 left
rock bottom
clearance
prices. Little Olde MusK
Shoppe 138 \ Main, 352-0170
Plaques trophies, same-dav
engraving See Valan s 109
N Main

WANTED

eve>ty/f^f

[5]-3-COLOR BY ot

HIST 4 FOUND

LOST
Cirl s class ring
(blue stone' from OMo
Wesleyan U
Call Duane
between alter 6 00 p m
Reward offered 354-4741

FRIDAY. SATURDAY. SUNDAY ONLY

I

32

al

Meal coupons $25 00
Sandv 372 4678

LOST small beagle puppy
mostly black & while white
tip on his tail
wearing
brown collar S CollegeNapoleon Rd Area 4 year
old boy is very sad Call 352
3214 or 372 2983

THEATRE

and the Birds and
Bees have never
had so much
Fun.

K

■
H

30

FORSAKE

nJWIK ItoBlUilW-

THE CARRY ON GANG ARE
CARRYING ON IN THE
GREAT OUTDOORS

34

i

75

WAIST LOOMS and Yarns
Cheerleading Clinics will be held April 17. 18 and 20 from 7
10 pm in Memorial Pall In order to try oulfor the squad.
a student must attend at least two of the clinics

Sal A Sun al 2 10 3 50 5 35 I 20 9 20

3

I B

slop al RJ'l Appliances 30.
S Main

The Sociology Tndergraduate Interest Croup will meet
today al 5 30 p m in the Tad Room o( the Union

wsm

EM il 7 20 9 20
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS MIZZLE

- • Hi • ■ . . i ■ ■
c H'E'C"K e o o> sin,' j i
XMjja^. i."jjai;».c.E

2 3 40 5 25. 7 20 9 30

Many think this LOVE STORY is
better than that other one.
What do you think?...

taOQHHt!

II

6

It

■

Th>' Btohlfty l>"'|>i will spwtiM.r a speaker .."day al 4 00 p m
m 112 Lile Science r'arold K Maylield Walerville. Ohio
will prttfM a seminar enlitled
Kirlland s warbler
I t t.itUins ol surv ival in a rare species

• NOW SHOWING*
Eva

'

44 £•«<«••"• •'.
65
Mme. Tebaldi.
47 Capital of
ancient Laconia.
49 Biblical place of
sacrifice.
50 Avialor'a proM i f
■i P • EBB R 0 K E
tectlve garment.
1 0 R E N
SI — Scott of the
E'O'E'NB"'O'U'''B ' ' ' '
R'EVS o N i N GBC K 4 IS
Westerns.
M'*"T'I"N^MJC'I E TMT'W,I
52 Walking
.E'T'u'D'Elfp E'N IMIOEII
(very happy): 2
VE'R'EIIR A'C'E'C (C Ur R.S E
worda.
55 Theatre box.
■■■' i- ■. r ■ !•';
■§■
56 Singer
Filigerald.
57 Be apparently
E
true.
60 Ring deciaion,
1 K EMF • I 0|N 0IM,»!N S
for short.
'L'['NT0ic'0TU.,R P S

OI'KNINt, TIL 3 I'M. -ADULTS Slliii]

Hie r£* Hie ^
HJEI

58

21
23
25
26
27

ti*
RebulTa.
2051: Rom.
Small caaea.
Expenditure,
Early king of
Cermany.
Hockey player:
2 worda.
Diarobe.
German title.
Native metals.
Hornlike.
Large lake of
Armenia.
Bye-bye.

Wrdm-Mlay April 12.197?

"THE TUBS MUST HULL. SATISFYING. 118 COMMERCIAL
AMERICAN FILM. ONE OF THE MOST BRUTHl AND MOVING
CHRONICLES OF AMERICAN LIFE EVER DESIGNED WITHIN
THE LIMITS OF POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT

nWMIftllMS<i.< ■

M

2 worda.
Carnao a
birthplace.
Remove
wrappin.a.
Violent talk.
Fulcrum for an
».r.
of March.
Check mark.
Mother of the
Three Gracea.
Ancient city.
Of Mars: Comb.
'orm.
Motive pov.tr.

pianial: Full
name.
12 Man's nirkname, 26
13 Birthplace of

(AMP1JS CALENDAR

"THE GODFATHER"
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C
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STUDENT PRICES FOR THURSDAY
AND SUNDAY Will NOT APPIY TO

li

food li.li
2 worda.
53 Southern
California eity:

1 1
7

15

J6
ACROSS
1 Lcfenda of Iht
Norsemen.
o Uem atone.

1

D'U'C'M'TB* I'I.»BI O.E E
:s>:E:E.cBN.E.5.TBq.o." E

Record of the week
special at Big N
runs through April 16

352-0265

p

7? Gen 1 Feature* Corp

Advertising
Correction

CiMtM'f
NOW
Iinlay 7 r> 10

Coof

Growth group set
for Wednesdays

STA&IVM

BOWLING GREEN-TEL.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

They are Lisa Boulanger,
senior (B.A.I. 3.19 average;
Kathi Hatton. sophomore
IB.A.I, 3 78 average; Rock
Southward, senior (B.A.I.
3.19 average; and Janet
Leaders, senior IB,A), 2.89
average

Four students each
received $250 scholarships
from the Scripps-Koward
Foundation

> h

2

14

College girls available for
babv sitting week nights Call
372-3128
Maryann
Congratulations
big on being chosen beauty
for charities week
I'm
proud. LltL. your little Marty
John
1
can explain
everything about that man
you saw me with in Luckey'
Call me at 352-9250 - Marsha
pol adv
NAKED
WOMEN
wont
compare with the Rush
Parly the Beta s are having
Wed 7-9 p m at the house at
707 6th street Rides will be
given
behind
Kohl
and
Compton
ZORRO
RIDES
U.\1,V
TPIS WEEKEND IN 20*
PAYESPALL

TPETA ALPHA PHP
NATL THEATRE PON
For used color and black 4
white TV S. call 353-2291 or

70 DINE BUGGY Fully
Equip
Cleve
area Call
Marc 3723089. 2-4050 for
Info
,63 Corvair. must sell. $50.
353-6612. after4 00
63
Chevlmpala.
Beige
w black
top.
good
transportation Call 352-5366
alter 4
Must
sell 1969 Triumph
Spitfire convertible Good
condition Call 353 9272
1966 Mustang 289. Excellent
cond best offer-call 352-7183
after 5pm
IT CHEVY slick, ftcylnd No
rust, general good condition
352-5039. see at 267 Varsity
Square South. Best offer
Fender styling - Kent bass
case included $60,352-5471
I'sed
ambulances and
hearses. $650 and up
Contact Tom at 372-3756
1968 MGC iclassic) excellent
eng trans bodv. call 3520838 between 5 It V 30
FOR
SALE 1963 Simca
white. 4-door needs repair
best offer call Debi 352
9215 213Greenview
BUYING
CAN
BE
CHEAPER
TPAN
RENTING $800 DOWN 70
Mobile Home. 65x12. Cnlurn
Air Cond Set up on lot in Ct
10 mi from Campus 419-669
4861
Eves .
anytime

wk 8-5 Mon Fn 1-5 Sat and
Sun at7thl Pigh 41KClub
phone 352-9378 or 351-7324

weekends
WHY
TI'ROW
AWAY
MONEY <>n high apt rent'
Buy your own mobile home
8x40 trailer 30 (I
from
campus Ideal (or 2 students
3541093

Why room in an apartment
complex when you can LIVE
al Creenview this summer''
Apt overlooking pool. June
free
Love Thy Neighbor
and hers and his and
3520459 after 9 p m or 372-2003
during (he day

2 tnlr.ii furn mobile home
available May I Call 353 2291
Howling
Creen's
only
exclusive recreation room
Peated
Indoor
Pool-Gas
Fireplace Party
Room
w kitchen facilities and bar
Outside Courtyard w palws
and gas grills-Dance Area
..ockrr
RIMUTIS
all
this
oflered
by
Preferred
Properties ph 352-9378 or
352 7324

Summer
Apartment
Summer Reduced Rales
353 9863 352 1972
To sublease one bedroom
apartment iwo blocks from
campus
For
immediate
occupancy $125 per month
Call 354 6861 or 372 2821
Preferred Properties Rental
office has moved lo The 4IH
Club at the corner of 7th tV
Pigh For rental info call
352 9378 or 352 7324

Apt
to Sublet Summer
Indoor
outdoor
pook
barbeque grills other extras
CALL .152 0723

Apt
lor
rent-summer
Cheap' Call 352 6449

Two men w.in ted to share 4
man apartment (or fall Find
a good apartment, look now
Chris 372-5130

Studenl
Apartments
Responsible
management
353 9863 3521972

2 bdrm apt pool air cond
tor 1-4 people sum reduced
rent 352 74W

Preferred Properties offers
exclusive 4Ds Club and Rec
Center Model open 7 days a
wk 8-5 Mon Fn 1-5 Sat and
Sun at 7th A Pigh 4DsClub.
352 9378 or 352 7324

4man apt toi SUTHMI subl
Free air cond and cable
T V
One
block
from
nmpM CallMS-7111

I'rgent"
I M rm needed
for apart close to campus ■
$70 I mo free Call 354 4632
alter 5

Preferred Properties offofl
exclusive 4Ds Club and Rec
Center MLKJCI open 7 days a
wk 8 5 Mon-Prf 15 Sal and
Sun at7thi Pigh 4l>sClub.
352-9378 or 352 7324

Pomey Sexy
Apt
to
sublet
I summer I,
2
bedroom, pool, free TV
June free $60 Call 352-6366

Need 2 4 notes Greenvie*
150 nx> 2 bdrm 352-7325

Summer Sublet 2-3 males
fully
furnished
plus
housewares air cond close
to campus, reasonable Call
353-4233 after 6pm

F r male needed immediate
OCCUpODC)
own bedroom
354-9881 Eve
2-manCREKN\|EW JUNE
FREE Air cond
$110 mo
352 5685 after 5

Bowling
Greens only
exclusive recreation room
Peated
Indoor
Pool-Gas
Fireplace-Party
Room
w kitchen facilities and barOutside Courtyard w patios
and gas grills-Dance AreaLocker Rooms,
all this
offered
by
Preferred
Properties ph 352-9378 or
352-7324

Lbdmi apart Sublease for
summer June Free 352-7251
Prelerred Properties Rental
office has moved to The 4Ds
t'lub ai the corner of 7lh &
high For rental info call 3529378 or 352 7324
Apt
to sublet summer
Discount rates 352 7333

Apt available for summer
Cheap' 352-0428

Sublease new Air Cond
apartment 5 blocks from
campus $60 per month Call
352-6446 nightly

2 bedrm apt sum sublet
Cheap Grnvw by pool 3526614

3 F or M rmle needed, su
furn Ph 352-5528
Bowling
Green s
only
exclusive recreation room
Peated
Indoor
Pool-Gas
Fireplace-Party
Room
w kitchen facilities and barOutside Courtyard w patios
and gass grills-Dance AreaLocker Rooms
all
this
offered
by
Preferred
Properties ph 352-9378 or
352-7324
Student Apartments
The
Ouiet Ones 353-9863 - 3521972
For Rent Summer Quarter.
2-man apartment 352-0139

WANTED* One female to
sublet
3-man
furnished
apart
Air-cond-Pool67 00 mo avail May 15 3520025 ■ alter " 00
Students, grad 4 needed to
sublet $120 for summer
Pool, air cond Falcon Apis
352-6220 nites
One bedroom apartment
$142 II i unfurnished * Rent
Free April 22-May I Call Ed
apt 55 352-6375 anytime, or
manager 352-1195 2-6 p.m
Preferred Properties Rental
office has moved to The 4Ds
Club at the comer of 7th 4
Pigh For rental info call
352 9378 or 352-7324

4 to sublet apt June Free $60
ea month Cherrv Hill 3520827 after 5 00
Preferred Properties offers
exclusive 4Ds Club and Rec
Center Model open 7 days a

Rooms, single 4 double for
male students Stove and
refrigerator in each room
Available summer and (all
Two blocks from campus
878-2199

AMUf I t AN«Q" *( JAMtS M AHCMOltON *.

Bene Davis
ERnesi
PORQNINe

■. she's a
sweel little
mother

Bunny
O'Hare

■»■»•■ ■■twur<—n -ttiw

COLOf1*— -»
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News

372-2003

New
Number
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They p/ay for enjoyment-not just to w/n
didn't pay off In a hotly
contested game, the Weaver
Warriors were defeated by
the Golden Bulldogs of
Fairhaven School
Willie's a good basketball
player though, and he plays
the game for all he's worth
But no college coach would
ever even take a second look
at Willie.
Most sources list an
average I.Q. at about 100
Willie's is probably close to
50

•yaWt

• •»■
'•ami
from
IS
Ohio schools
parlkipalod in the second annual
basketball tournament for the educable
mentally retarded
hold hero last
woakond.

Willie plays basketball (or
the Warriors of Weaver
School in Summit County
He's what coaches call a
"team leader."
Tall and muscular. Willie
is easily his team's best
player. Yet he passes off
frequently to his teammates,
and wildly applauds their
efforts on the court
When Russell floated in
for an easy lay-up. Willie
was ecstatic Getting the
Weaver coaches' attention.
he pointed happily to Russell
and grinned all the way
downcourt
A few minutes later. Eddie
fouled out of the game and
Willie was the most
sympathetic man on the
court f!e threw a consoling
arm around his teammate,
and walked him to the bench.
NO SOONER was Eddie
seated than Willie was
across the court welcoming
the Weaver substitute
Murmuring words of
encouragement.
Willie
walked arm-in-arm with the
substitute to the other end of
the floor
But all Willie's enthusiasm

Walk with me. walk with me
I caa't walk alone.
By my tide, be my guide
Through the great
unknown
Willie. Russell and Eddie
were just three of the
participants in the state
basketball tournament for
the tr.iin.iMr mentally
retarded
The tournament, hosted
for the second time by the
University's special
education department, took
place April 7 and 8 in
Anderson Arena
Co-chairmen of the event
were Dr Robert Blackwell
of the University's special

Faculty to study values
A conference and
workshop
entitled
Teaching of Values in
Higher Education" will be
held April 22 in the Student
Services Bldg for all faculty
members at the University.
The conference is
sponsored by the Anderson
Center for Personal
Development, according to
Dr. Karl G
Rahdert.
professor of management
and chairman of the ad hoc
committee on teaching ol
values in higher education
Dr. Rahdert said there is
much controversy over the
teaching of values. He said
values encompass many
areas, and are evident in
class and course structure,
attendance
requirements,
true-false tests and
requirements for a major
The workshop has three
purposes, according lo the
committee
PRESENTATION and
discussion of the role of
education in teaching values
in higher education.
AN INVESTIGATION into
the role of the educator in
making it possible for the
student to confront his own

value system;
PRESENTATION and
discussion of the means by
which "value-laden"
material are taught
"An
educational
institution has to assume a
position on values." Dr.
Rahdert said, and added that
the results of the conference
would be published and
made available through the
Anderson Center
He is expecting an
enthusiastic turnout for the
conference, one that is well
distributed
among
departments
l)r Rahdert added that
this is one of the few formal
examples of interdepartmental interchange on
campus.
EACH INTERESTED
faculty member is required
to submit a precise
summary of an experience
which he has had in his
courses on the teaching of
values, for example, subject
matter, how it was
approached, problem; and
appraisal of results.
The conference will start
with a general session for all
participants and then will

divide into seven workshops
where each member has a
copy of each of the precis of
the other members in his
group They will discuss
their positions and will
report back to a second
general session
The deadline for the
submission of precis has

Now offering Mon thru Kri.

Si isanello s
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203 N. Main
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IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS

Phone [352-6782 lor 352-5166
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- STADIUM PLAZA is offering

WEYENBERG
Road runners
— Leather Casuals —
ALL SIZES

Reg. prk« $ 19.99 to $21.95

I Mrs

'5 1004 b.riArn

35*757/

PODIATRISTS
A Career of
Rewarding Opportunity
□ A* Your Guidanca Counaalor About Canon in Podiatry.
Thn SpacialUed Fiakl. Daaling
With The Medical And Surgical
Troatrnont Of Foot Duordari.
Ntadt Many Mora Man And
woman.
Be A Doctor Of
Podiatric Madicine'

■ie-tr-Cr-ti-Cr-ti-Cr-tr-Ci-b-ir-ir-b-tr-tr -ft

JUST SOUTH OF BURGER CHEF
• NEW
• MODERN
• FURNISHED

t

Ohio .And The Nation
Need More Foot Doctors
irir-trifif-d-ir-tr-ieft-ir-Cr-Ciftft-d-i

• LARGE PARKING
LOT
• TWENTY BUSINESS
LOCATIONS
AT YOUR DOOR

Now Leasing For Next Fall

• INSTANT OFFSt I PRINTING
• XfflOX COPVlNG

352-7365

I.AIHHUM.

• FOLDING. STAPLING OR PADOlNG
• mmniR

STAMPS

111 S. MAIN

3525762

Hill
STUDY IN EUROPE
THIS SUMMER -

Applications are still being accepted for these
B6SU Summer Study Programs in Europe:
SUMMER PROGRAM IN ROME, ITALY
June 19 August 11. $735

SUMMER PROGRAM IN MADRID. SPAIN
Jung 19 August 11. $675 lot undergraduates

SUMMER PROGRAM IN CHAMBERY.
FRANCE
June 15 August 11. $725 lot undergraduates
Both graduate and undergraduate students may be accepted
in (has* programs For further information contact the Department of Romance languages

SUMMER SEMINAR ON BUSINESS
ABROAD (EUROPE)
June 26 July 20; contact Dr John Davidson,
College of Business Administration

SUMMER LITERATURE STUDY IN
ENGLAND
August 8 September 5. $790 fof undergraduates
Contact Or Ralph Wolfe Oepartment of English

- OR THIS FALL!
ACADEMIC YEAR PROGRAM IN
SALZBURG. AUSTRIA
Octobtr 1.1972-June 30.1973. $2,075
Contact the Department of Caiman

PHONE
352-4045
352-9302

OHIO PODIATRY ASSOCIATION
2025 RIVERSIDE DR. COLUMBUS. OHIO 43221

Quie^>rillt Senices:
• COLLATING AND

— This Week Special —

•■"» $9.95

Prep t ou/dih doujn -aour larqepit za.
al cans free with Uixjepf'/d-Oneltemor

WORK FOR YOURSELF • START WITH
NO INVESTMENT • YOU ARE PAID
WHILE BUILDING YOUR OWN AGENCY

TWO MINUTE
WALK TO
AD. BLDG.
CAMPUS
MANOR
APARTMENTS

G. !••!

a.,)..,..,

7 - 9 P.M.
NIKI'S B00TERY

Uedneadaij nWit special: Getacansofpepsi

INTERESTED IN A REWARDING
SALES CAREER?

HOME OFFICE COLUMBUS, OH.

11 iMh

•

Wish all Sorority
Rushees the
Best of Luck

'lS&

51 20
1.40
1 60
1.80
200
.15
.10
o,... r.a*~>

Walk with me. walk with me
I Deed have no fear.
Walk with me. walk with me
For I aee«t you Dear-Ohio
State SoDg for the MeDtally
Retarded

PHIMU

MOTORISTS MUTUAL
INSURANCE COMPANY

0,."..... - 10 1Mb

rap***.

•

MARCY HAMMER, a
teacher for the primary
grades at Happy Hour
School, echoed those
sentiments
"The kids seem to play for
the enjoyment of the game,
instead of just to win They
do play well, though Most of
the fouls are due to
coordination
problems."
said Ms Hammer.
Jim is one of the
basketball players who

seems to play for the sheer
love of the game. On the
court he is quiet and well
mannered In fact, he shows
little emotion at all
Jim had graduated from
high school and completed
his first year of college,
when he was in a car
accident Now he plays for
Happy Hour.
Another Happy Hour
player is a deaf mute
Sometimes he doesn't
understand all the calls and
whistles, but he still keeps
playing.
All of them keep playing
The kids, their parents, the
teachers and all the other
people who work for the kids
and with them, are still very
much in the game
Roland plays for Columbus
State Institute, and maybe
it's like he says: "I don't
take stuff from nobody

The Sisters of

Sign Up For An Interview
At The Placement Center
Before April 25.1972

FAST, FREE DELIVERY IN B.G.

M—

After the games all the
cheerleaders and learn
members were presented
with awards
i Willie
accepted the Good
Sportsmanship Award for
Weaver )
And Ihen the tournament
was over for another year
But everyone left with
something to show for the
trip
"Every kid feels like he's
won And that's important to
these kids,'' said Mary Jane
Belts, sophomore (F.d ). Ms
Belts, a special education

Graduating Seniors In
Business and Education

W. Ui* Froth Do-th

ChMM
Any 1 It™
Any 7 Itami
Any 3 Items
Daluaa
Extra ChMM
Oniona

Pain your light, through the
night
And I'll find my way.
With your hand In my hand
I'll not go affray.

major who worked at the
tournament.
was
enthusiastic about the
tournament's success "1
can't wait until next year."
she said
Gayle Hoke. sophomore
iEd I. is also anticipating
next year
"These kids rarely get
mad There wasn't as much
competition as there is with
normal' kids Before I came
to the tournamant. I didn't
even know a trainable
mentally retarded kid knew
which end of the floor lo go
to But these kids are good."
said Ms Hoke

1630 E. Wooster. B.C.
live entertainment
Kri & Sat 9-1
3.2 draft beer on tap

h«»i

TONIGHT

HOWARD

LIKE ALL tournaments
there was excitement in the
air and the gym was draped
with school banners and
posters urging a home team
victory.
But
unlike
other
tournaments, spectators had
their choice of seats The
approximately 100 people
who showed up to watch the
Friday games took up a
rather insignificant amount
of arena sealing
And even with the
increased attendance for the
Saturday games, there were
still plenty of seats
available
Yet most of the 15 schools
that participated in the
tournament
seemed
oblivious to the lack of a
large outside audience
Marca School brought its
own cheering section
Complete with blue and
white
beanies
and
megaphones, this highly
vocal group exuberantly
supported their team
throughout the tournament.
And the Chargers from
Jay Shuer School were

accompanied by their
cheerleaders and a
marching unit
There were also parents in
the crowd, there to cheer on
their favorites But for the
teams
from
state
institutions, parents are
people "normal" kids have
For one reason or another,
their parents found
themselves unable to cope
with a retarded child and the
state institution was the
alternative Yet the kids
from these institutions seem
to make up a family or their
own They're all they have.

JownsonS

DOUBLE BUBBLE
4-8 p.mj

DELTA UPSILON
RUSH SMOKER

been extended to Friday.
April 15. to accommodate
additional participants
The Anderson Center for
Personal
Development,
sponsor of the conference,
offers funds for persons
wishing to do research and
study in connection with
values in society.

education department, and
Dennis Coble from
Metzenbaum School in
Chesterland Richard Ruff is
the commissioner of the
Ohio Athletic Association for
the Mentally Retarded

Now leasing for SUMMER
and NEXT FALL

ACADEMIC YEAR PROGRAM IN MADRID.
SPAIN
October 2. 1972-Junt 7. 1973. $2,100
Contact the Oepartment of Romance Languages

tafl* »/Th« MN«w., W»*—4mr, kp.* IS. IWl

AAVPs named in winter sports

penny's korner

Greg Brewton

Bowling Green in scoring,
rebounding and shooting
percentages, was also named the
most improved player in
basketball by coach Pat Haley
Jack Wissman, 6'4" guard who
became a starter after missing a
month due to burns received in
an apartment fire, got the special
Coach's Award. Also honored
with awards as captains were
junior Tom Babik and junior Jeff
Booms.

Three sophomores and a junior
have been named most valuable
performers in their respective
sports during the 1971-72 winter
season at Bowling Green.
Sophomore Brian Scanlan of
Lakewood received the coveted
MVP trophy in basketball while
sophomore Joe Klebowski won
the honor in swimming and
sophomore Dave Wolfe was
awarded the honor in wrestling
Junior Chuck Gyles received the
award in hockey.
Scanlan, a 6'6" center who led

vies for grid job
By KENNY WHITE
Asiiitant Sporti Editor
The pads were popping, you could hear Ihe heavy panting
while noticing the familiar pigskins floating around through
the air Monday when the Falcons opened spring drills
Although there were a lot of bodies out on the field, there
was a well known figure not present among all of the football
hopefuls Paul Miles, the sensation of the league last year, is
sporting his talents on the baseball diamond this spring

JOINING

KLEBOWSKI

" r

Grog Brewton

ONE OF HIS greatest attributes that makes him such an
effective runner in his quickness In Ihe open field it is
nothing for Brewton to change his direction because he is so
lightning fast and has a fluid motion
At 510 182 pounds, it is very easy for the Falcon speed
merchant to finesse his way around Ins defenders I'aving
the agility and body mobility makes Brewton ■ lineal
everytime he gels his mitts on the ball
Maturity, besides Paul Miles, stood in the way of Greg
last year. When Brewton had the ball he was a super ball
player, but when he didn't, he was jusl an average
individual
"1 HAVE to work on my other skills this spring, il I wanl to
be effective." Brewton said after the team s first practice
"My main goals are to improve my blocking and my
different assignments I have, when I don't have the ball
Since the Falcon attack is going to have Ihe winghack
running the ball more this year, Greg could be used al that
position when Tony Bell is given a break This spring. 1
have a lot more confidence in my overall ability, and I
know I can get Ihe job done." he added
Ron Chismar, offensive backs' coach had a slight glint in
his eye after he saw Brewton's first day of practice "Greg
has matured a lot After he stops doing a feu things and jusl
runs with the ball, he's going to be all right. " Chismar said
A player who has all the ability in the world is looming as a
main cog in the Falcons' plans this fall The all-purpose
back can be used as a runner, he's an adequate pass
receiver and he is very effective on the punl and kick-off
returns
So with the spring football festivities just netting under
way. the work is certainly cut out for the junior tail-back It
should be a very interesting month lor (ireg Brewton
Dial

Falcon Hot Line
372-BGSU

Gyles, who led the nation's
defensemen with 17 goals and 41
assists in hockey, also received
the outstanding defenseman
award from coach Jack Vivian.
Sophomore Mike Bartley.
acknowledged as the nation's
leading point scorer with 33 goals

By RICK TYMINSKI

Jo* KUbowiki

Brian Stonlan

Dove Wolfe

But reject another

Players accept offer
NEW YORK (AP)striking baseball players
settled their money
differences with major
league club owners Tuesday
night but rejected an offer to
pay them proportionately for
make-up games other than
doubleheaders.
John Gaherin, negotiator
for the owners, said
agreement was reached on a
contribution of 1500.000 a
year to the pension fund on
top of the owners' original
offer of M90,000
Thus, the money issue
became moot after thai
compromise, which saw the
owners go up from $400,000
to $500,000 and the players
come down from $600,000.
The players had been
seeking a 17 per cent
increase in retirement
benefits, which would have
come to more than $900,000
The owners currently
contribute $5.4 million
annually to the pension plan
GAHERIN SAID the
players turned down an offer
to pay them if a game lost to
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the strike were made up on
an open date or as part of a
split
admission
doubleheader. but not if it
were made part of a twin
bill.
The owners first turned
down the players' $600,000
proposal and next an offer to
play "into September" while
negotiations on salary for
make-up games continued
The roadblock on the latter

issue was the proviso that
the matter go to arbitration
if not settled by September
The players then modified
their second plan and offered
to give the owners full power
to reschedule lost games any
way they wanted, "insane as
it may be." according to
Marvin Miller, executive
director of the Major League
Baseball
Players
Association

Canada for Flannigan
Dr.
Terrance
R.
Flannigan. director of the
Bowling Green Ice Arena for
the past three years, has
accepted a new position at
Grant MacF.wan Community
College in Edmonton.
Alberta. His appointment
will be effective July I
Dr. Flannigan. 37. will
become assistant chairman
in general arts and sciences
and head of scheduling at the
new community college in
the western Canadian
province.
Jim Ruehl. an assistant
football coach at Bowling
Green has been named to
replace Flannigan

and 37 assists, was named the
outstanding forward for the icers
and also received the Sam
Cooper Trophy for leading the
team in total points.
Two freshmen were also
honored in hockey. Steve Ball
received the Lady Byng Award
for being penalized only three
times for six minutes Steve
Sertich was honored as the most
improved hockey players.
Captain Glen Shirton received
the hockey captain award for the
third consecutive year

Late-starter Malcolm
drops 'others' for tennis

Walking around the practice field. I spotted the No. 1
offense unit getting ready to run through some plays I was
curious to see who was filling the hole in the first unit
vacated by Miles
NO SOONER than I had
winked my eyes, there was a
sudden streak that I barely
saw jetting through an open
hole It was none other than
(ireg Brewton. who was
stunning his defenders with
his speed
Brewton. a small version
of "Speedy Gonzalez" when
he gets Ins hands on the ball.
is being given every
opportunity this spring to
prove he belongs in the line
up somewhere.
The former Toledo
(WoodwardI speedster was
the second team tail back on
last year's squad
He
finished the season seventh
in rushing Brewton was
used mainly as a kick-off and
punt return artist bemuse ol
his blinding 4 t> 140 yard
dash I speed

as

award winners in swimming
were junior Tom Wolff, who was
named the most improved
swimmer and sophomore Bill
Primose who won the Coach's
Award.

A native of Saskatoon.
Sask . he came lo Bowling
Green in 1968 as a teaching
fellow before joining the
faculty as an assistant
professor in the men's
health and physical
education department and
director of the Arena in 1969
In 1971 he received
additional duties as an
administrative assistant in
intercollegiate athletics.
Prior to coming to
Bowling Green, he was the
physical
education
' department chairman of
City Park Collegiate in
Saskatoon for 10 vears.

Do something specW Uedne.stUwnfqht,
t.iKc uourOn/orite girl outtoounnergt
PRGIIRIo.
from bM-100

For a man who received a
tennis racquet as a present
in seventh grade and rarely
touched it again until his
senior year in high school.
Bowling Green senior Brad
Malcolm has come a long
way
Malcolm, in his second
year as a regular on the
Bowling Green varsity
tennis team, started his
tennis competition during
his last year at Greenville
Senior High School Ke was
captain of the tennis team
there after winning seven
out of his eight letters in
other sports, including
winning all-league honors in
basketball
During his senior year at
Greenville.
Malcolm
decided to try tennis because
other sports were becoming
less competitive for him.
"I HAD played golf for
about ten years and just got
tired of it and quit." he said.
"I had a one handicap when I
quit but the game was losing
its competitive spirit for
me." He decided to try
tennis because he had never
played it seriously before
Malcolm then chose
Bowling Green because of
the pre mod program it
offered He was once again
faced with a decision of what
sport to play Although
football and basketball were

his primary interests, he
once again chose tennis.
"Tennis was the sport I
thought I could advance the
farthest in and still have
time for my studies." he
said
Malcolm was the No. 2
singles player on the
freshman team but was not
outstanding He stuck with

I
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the sport his sophomore year
but still was only the eighth
man "The only thing that
made me want to keep him
his sophomore year was the
fact he was a good athlete
and he showed a good
amount of desire." said
coach Bob Gill.
MALCOLM MADE GUI'S

decision look like a good one
as he worked his way into
the top six varisty players as
a junior. Gill attributes
Malcolm's improvement to
hard work over the summer
and his desire to improve
"He is almost always the
first or second one at
practice and one of the last
to leave." Gill said
Malcolm's improvement
has continued this year and
has made him into the
second most consistent
player on the team He said
the opportunity to work at
one of the East's best tennis
camps last summer and the
influence of Gill and fellow
teammate Tom Lightvoet
have been an influencing
factor to his game
Although Gill admits that
Malcolm still has a long way
to go in tennis, he is very
pleased with the progress
"Brad is a quality kid He's
given us all the desire we
could possibly ask for from a
tennis player." Gill said
For Malcolm tennis
competition will probably
come to an end this June as
he graduates. July brings
with it a new bride and the
beginning of med school at
Ohio State It also will bring
the satisfaction of knowing
that a decision to try
something new and the
challenges brought with it
have been realized and
conquered.

BETA THETA PI
RUSH PARTY
TONIGHT
7-9 P.M.
Rides Behind Kohl and Compton at 6:45

SPECIAL GUEST

Mike Quatro Jamband
PLUS

TURNPIKE
TRAVELERS
222 N. MAIN
352-6905
Sales and Service

Toledo's Own The ENTERTAINERS
Fri. April 14. 8 P.M. Sports Arena
4.50 Adv. Tickets

5.50 Door

Phone Order At Toledo Sports Arena 691-2403

*?%>

ARE YOU SURE
GREEK LIFE HAS NOTHING
TO OFFER YOU? FIND OUT!
TONIGHT
7:30 - 9:30 P.M.

Prices are not for deliv/eru.'

PflGUfU'S loonnm

353-7577

-<I>K
From Mighty to Mini,
Honda has it all.

GREENVIEW
APTS.

Love Thy Neighbor

RENTING FOR FALL

JETHROTULL
IN CONCERT
MONDAY, APRIL 24— 8:00 P.M.
MEMORIAL HALL

* land2Br Apts
* (and 12 Mo Leases
* Pool. Rec
and Laundry Kooms
* Ox Roast
* Serious, but
Swinging Management

TICKETS ON SALE A T UNION TICKET
OFFICE FOR $5.50

352-1195

SIGMA PHI EPSILON HOUSE
NOW OPEN!

BGSU GOLF COURSE
East Poe Rd.

Phone 372-2674

Student & Public Play Welcome'
GREENS FEES
Weekdays
Faculty & Stiff
Stadtnti
PiNic

9 Holts
SI.75
1.50
2.75

18 Holts
$2.25
2.00
3.25

$225
1.75
3.25

$2.75
2.25
3.75

Wnktnds
Faculty & Staff
Students
Public

SEASON MEMBERSHIPS NOW A VAIIABLCI
Applications Al Pro Shop let Aitna Univfisity Union
Smul SjSJ fjj Swdtm ln.lt> i SitH

SMNATCUONID.
12-8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

OPEN RUSH

ALSO APPEARING WILL BE CAPTAIN BEEFHEART

Vran Oar Pro Stop far Tht Firnsi It
Daaam-Kari Site**. Shots. Gtlfmt &•*•<•*.

